9-pin female / 9-pin female

without grounding clips
just 4 mounting holes

9-pin male / 9-pin male

without grounding clips
just 4 mounting holes

Distance Dimensions

SDD-0909-1-95-F  SDD-0909-1-95-FJ  SDD-0909-1-95-FN  SDD-0909-1-95-FNJ

A" = 22.86  B" = 35.41


A" = 19.05  B" = 31.60

SDD-0909-3-95-F  SDD-0909-3-95-FJ  SDD-0909-3-95-FN  SDD-0909-3-95-FNJ

A" = 15.87  B" = 28.42

if with Ferrite Filter:  -FS
if with Ferrite Filter:  -FSJ

if with Ferrite Filter:  -MS
if with Ferrite Filter:  -MSJ
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